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ABSTRACT. Let n,r and k be positive integers such that k I(nr). There exists a constant c(k,r)
such that for fixed k and r and for every group A of order k

R(K,A)<_n+c(k,r),

where R(K,A) is the zero-sum Ramsey number introduced by Bialostocki and Dierker [1], and

K is the complete r-uniform hypergraph on n-vertices.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
In 1961, Erd6s, Ginzburg and Ziv proved the following theorem.

THEOREM A. [2] Let rn> k>2 be positive integers such that k lrn. Let

{al,a, ,a,,+,_l} be a collection of integers. There exists a subset I C {1,2, .,rn + k- 1},
III m such that

iEI
This theorem was the starting point of the seminal paper of Bialostocki and Dierker [1] in

which they introduced the concept of zero-sum subsets, which we generalize below.

In 1976, Olson proved a deep generalization of the Erdbs-Ginzburg-Ziv theorem, namely:
THEOREM B. [3]. Let m > k >_ 2 be positive integers such that k lrn. Let A be a group of

order k and let B {bl,. ,b + k + 1} be a sequence of elements of A. Then there is a set of rn

indices I {il, is,"" ",i,,} such that b
b

0 (in A). I-I

Observe however that we cannot conclude that < iz <.-. < i,,, hence we possibly

rearrange a subsequence of length rn to obtain the desired presentation of the unit of A.
Let K, denote the complete r-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. Let c:E(K,)A be a

mapping of all the edges (r-subsets) of K, into the group A of order k. Such a coloring will be

called an A-coloring. A subhypergraph H C K is called zero-sum (modA) (with respect to c) if

for some ordering of the edges of H c(e) 0, where 0 is the unit of A with the binary

operation written additively.
E(H)

Let H be an r-uniform hypergraph and define the zero-sum Ramsey number of H with

respect to a group A as follows:

R(H,A) is the minimal integer n such that for every A-coloring of the edges of K, there is a

zero-sum (rnod A) copy of H in K.
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We shall use the notation e(H for the number of edges of a hypergraph H. The existence of

R(H,A) in the case that AI[ e(H) follows from the existence of the classical Ramsey nurnber

R(H,k) (using k colors), because if k [e(H) then of course R(H,A)<_ R(H,k), regardless of the

structure of the group A. Hence we assume from now on that AI e(H).
The determination of the order of magnitude of R(K,,Zk), k [(n2) has been considered in [4]

and [5]. (See also the many articles given in the references). In [4], it is shown that

R(K,,Zk) < n + c(k) (for k l() a.nd c(k) R(Ua 1,k).
In [5], c(k) has been reduced, using algebraic tools, to 2k-2 for k being a prime power and n

large, and to k(k + 1)(k + 2)log k for arbitrary k and n large. The method used in [5] is not

suitable to deal with the determination of R(K,A) when A is not a cyclic group, hence our

technique will be based on that of [4].
We shall not make any effort to obtain the best possible constant c(k,r) mentioned in the

abstract, rather proving its existence. We emphasize here that, unlike the classical Ramsey
numbers, the zero-sum Ramsey numbers are not monotone in the sense that H C G does not

imply R(H,A) <_ R(G,A) (even if A! It(H), AI It(G)) and many examples of the non-

monotone property are known (see e.g., [6], [5]).
Our proof relies only on Ramsey’s theorem and can be thought of as a combinatorial

generalization of Olson’s theorem.

THEOREM. Let n, r and k be positive integers such that kl()and let A be a group of

order k. There exists a constant c(k,r) such that R(K,A)< n +c(k,r). We need first two

simple lemmas.

Letr, k>2bepositiveintegers. Thenforeveryl<i<r, kl(rk).LEMMA 1.

PROOF. Trivial by direct checking of the binomial coefficient

(rlk) (r!lc)(r!k 1).-.i! (r!k 4r 1) =_ O(mod k) because i! r!-

LEMMA 2. Let r,k >2 be positive integers. Then for every integer n,k 1() iff kl(n+rr!k).’"
PROOF. Write

(n+r!k] [n+r!k][(n-1)+r!k][(n-2)+r!k]. .[(n-r+ l)+r!k] {n + kN\ r r! )

for some integer N, and the lemma follows.

PROOF OF TrtE TrIEOPEM. Write n=m+(t-1)r!k, <m ’_<r!k and kl(rn). We shall

prove by induction on that R(K+(t_l)r,A)<m+(t-1)r!k+c(k,r), where c(k,r)is a

constant to be determined later.

Clearly this will show that R(K,A) < n + c(k,r),k I(nr) For we have n m < r!k and

k l(rm), clearly we may take as an initial value for c(k,r)any integer larger than R(K,k)
< R(K:,k), and in particular for t= we have R(K+(t_I)r,A) < m +(t- 1)r!k +c(k,r).

CLAIM.

R(K + tru,, A) <_ R(K + (t ),,, A) + {c(k, r) R(K + (t ,,, A) + m + (t 1)r!k}.

Indeed by induction hypothesis we conclude that c(k,v)- R(K’,+ (t 1’A) + m + (t-1)r!k _> O,
and although c(k,r) is yet to be determined, we infer that the value of the expression of the right
side of the claim is at least R(K+(t_r,A). Hence there exists a zero-sum (rood A) copy of

Km+(t-1)r!k and we are left with exactly c(k,r) vertices. Denote by M the vertices of the zero-

sum copy of K + (t- )r!k and by N the remaining c(k,v) vertices.

Put for <_ <_ r,E, {e E E(Krm+(t_l!k+c(k,)): lecNI -i}, that is E, is the collection
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of all edges, in the hypergraph K]i u N, which contains exactly vertices in N and r- vertices

in M. Consider El, the set of edges with exactly one vertex in N. For every vertex v E N define

9(v) Z c(e). Clearly if c(k,r)is "large" we can find a "large" subset N, C N such that
eEE

g, gl(V) g,(u) for every u, v G N,, (because g,(v) A, ]A k).
Consider E2, the set of edges with exactly two vertices in N. For every pair of vertices

u, v N, define g2(u, v) c(e).
vEe
eEE

By Ramsey theorem (for pairs) if N is "large" then we can find a "large" subset N C N such

that 9 9(u,v) is constant on [N]. We procd with this argument until we reach the stage

where we consider E apply once again the Ramsey theorem (for r-set) to obtn

N C N_I C N_ C C N C N such that the function 9, is constant on [N]’I r. So

far we used only iterations of Ramsey theorem depending on k- the mimum number of colors

]A[, andr.

So if N c(k,r) is sufficiently large we can have at the last stages [N_ [ R(K,k) d

N rk.

Now consider the complete r-uniform hypergraph with vertex set M U N Q. Clely

MUNrl =m+tr[k. Moreover one can see c(e)= c(e)+ @[Qlr [M] lg which, by

the induction step (on [M]) and lemma apply to the second sum, is equal to O, the unit of A,
and the claim and hence the theorem is thus proven.

MAS.
1. Lemma 2 is implicitly used in the form of the induction step and thus assure us that

all the cases in which k[() were considered.

2. In the process of defining N C N,_ C C N C N we apply r times the Rsey
theorem so that the value of c(k,r) obtained this way is enormous. For exple for
r 2 (i.e., graphs) we have IN2 2k, ]N R(K2,k), d c(k,2) gl

k(lN, 1)+ kR(Kk,k)- k + 1.

3. Except for the trivial fact that if A is a group of order k d g E A then
g + g + + g 0 (in A) (by Lagrge threm). We rely in the prf only on

k-times

Ramsey theorem but not on y group theoretic concept so it will be nice to
incorporate some group theoretic ide which would result in substantiMly reducing
the order of magnitude of c(k,r).
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